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God confused the language of 
the workers so they couldn’t 
understand each other

Babel, and Bleak House…

Charles Dickens’ long, 
complicated satire of the 
long, complicated English 
legal system



1. Origins and evolution of ELDD
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• 1995: EU agency EMCDDA starts work to collect, analyse 
and disseminate objective, reliable and comparable 
information about the drug problem in the EU. 

• Supervised by a Management Board of senior civil servants 
from the Member States.  

• Network of “national focal points” (usually health institutes) 
provide comparable statistics of use rates, problem users, 
deaths...

� Could the differences between comparable statistics in 
countries be influenced by the laws?



Design and launch
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� 1999: Management Board approved Legal Database 
project to host the laws (scanned!) and translations when 
available, and some analyses. 

� New network established; each Management Board 
member nominates “Legal Correspondent” to give reliable 
information on each country’s laws (sensitive, but work for 
free).  Often from Ministry of Health or Justice. 

� June 2001: ELDD is free database on public website. 
Custom software allows Legal Correspondents to directly 
upload new laws.

Laws on paper, or on 
subscription-only 
databases

Legal 
Con text



4 main “doors” to ELDD (c.2004)

Legal Text 
Search

Country 
Profiles 
(5-8 pp)

Comparative 
Studies

ELDD

Trends in 
Drug Law

Legal 
Reports

(10-50 pp)

Topic
overviews
(tabular)



Increased EMCDDA mandate
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1993: EMCDDA Regulation: Priority area 2 of the Annex is 
“National and Community strategies and policies (with 
special emphasis on …legislation …)”. 

2006: EMCDDA Regulation: Article 2…(i) ensuring 
improved comparability, objectivity and reliability of data at 
European level …; in particular, the Centre shall develop 
tools and instruments to help Member States to moni tor 
and evaluate their national policies and the Commission to 
monitor and evaluate Union policies; …(ii) …structuring 
information exchange …(databases) 



Evaluation and improvement 1
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2008: ELDD Reflection exercise

Web stats showed:
• Little motivation to update the laws on our database (now 

available on national Ministry databases).
• Few people read the texts of laws (24 languages of legalese)
• Many people read the summary analyses and reports 

� We concentrated on the analyses and reports 
(Realist selection process; 7 years’ experience
of enquiries…)



Evaluation and improvement 2
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New project: composite index of drug laws (monitor and evaluate)

� what factors of drug control laws are:

most requested / most important / objectively measurable? 

2015: tabular Topic Overviews ► “Penalties at a Glance”, based 
on drug law index factors. 

EMCDDA budget cuts; underused / outdated web pages dropped.  

2019: law texts were dropped (low demand or supply); now link 
to the EU’s N-Lex national laws database. 



Surveillance of Drug Policy:  
Legal Data for Evaluation , 
Policy Analysis and More

Lisbon Addictions Conference, 2019
Scott Burris, JD

Center for Public Health Law Research

Temple University Beasley School of Law



Part I:
Origins



Public Health Law Research Program, 2009

2009-16: $20 million 

RWJF national program



Public Health Law Research
(aka Legal Epidemiology) 

“The scientific study of the relation of law 

and legal practices to population health.”



PHLR as normal science



Methods and Tools

POLICY 
SURVEILLANCE

The ongoing 
systematic 

collection and 
analysis of laws 
of public health 

significance



Consistent methods…
Defining the 

scope

Conducting 
background 

research

Developing 
coding 

questions

Collecting the 
law and 

creating the 
legal text

Coding the 
law

Publication 
and 

dissemination

Tracking and 
updating the 

law

Quality 
control

• Reduce research and 
coding time

• Produce reliable results 
with known error rate

• Reduce cost of updating
• Are trainable



The Paradigm Shift: Transforming Text of Law into 
Numeric data



Law Atlas (www.lawalas.org)



2014: PDAPS (www.pdaps.org)
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2001 objectives :
• collect and display texts of 

drug laws;

• provide analyses on specific 
subjects, in order to 
exchange good practices 
and inform policymakers.

2. Objectives and target audience

2006 objectives : “To provide 
reliable statements on aspects 
of countries’ drug legislation, 
and to contribute to analysis 
and development of tools that 
help monitor and evaluate 
drug policies”

2017 EMCDDA Strategy 2025
Strategic objective 1.4 
“Support the development, 
implementation, monitoring 
and assessment of policies…”
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2001 target audience: 
EMCDDA target audience: 

• Policymakers 

• Practitioners / 
Researchers

• Media / general public

Revising target audience

2017 EMCDDA Strategy 2025

Key stakeholders:
• the EU institutions 

• National decision/ policymakers 

• professionals in the field. 



Answering needs
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Increasing emphasis on: 

• Comparability across Europe

• Common and accurate definitions 
of concepts, for clarity in public 
and policy debates

• TOUGHEST DRUG LAWS IN 
EUROPE

• DECRIMINALISATION = 
LEGALISATION

• ALTERNATIVES TO PRISON
• ILLEGAL DRUGS - LEGAL HIGHS
• MEDICAL CANNABIS
• LEGALISED CANNABIS



Part II:
Objectives and 
Target AudiencesPolicy 

Surveillance
Policy 

Surveillance

Creates 
legal data 

for 
evaluation

Creates 
legal data 

for 
evaluation

Supports 
diffusion of 
innovation

Supports 
diffusion of 
innovation

Allows 
stakeholders 

to  track 
progress

Allows 
stakeholders 

to  track 
progress

Builds and 
supports 
workforce   

legal 
capacity

Builds and 
supports 
workforce   

legal 
capacity



We Can Use Law Strategically, Scientifically
and Effectively

We know law has 
powerful health 
effects because 
we have great 
science
Tobacco control

Road safety

Alcohol control



Yet unhealthy law is left to persistently fail…

Passing a 
law ≠ 

solving a 
problem



Predicted Impact of Policy Interventions on Opioid Deaths in Next Ten 
Years
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Drug rescheduling

PDMP

< prescribing for chronic pain

< prescribing for transitional pain

Opioid disposal

Needle exchange

< prescrbing for acute pain

MAT

Naloxone

Deaths

Pitt, A. L., Humphreys, K., & Brandeau, M. L. Modeling Health Benefits and Harms of 
Public Policy Responses to the US Opioid Epidemic. American Journal of Public 
Health, 0(0), e1-e7. doi: 10.2105/ajph.2018.304590

And allowed to create iatrogenic harm



We’re largely in groping in the dark

Law is not developed, implemented and evaluated 
strategically or systematically. Typically, we don’t know:

• Whether and how it is working
• Whether it has side effects
• Where it has been adopted

?



But big challenges to effectively using law in 
public health – and drug control…

How do we know the impact of law?
How do we ensure the widespread adoption of laws 
that support health and safety?
How do we engage public health and drug control 
systems in public health law evaluation, 
implementation and diffusion?



Drug Policy Evaluation:  Not Enough
Not Good Enough

1. Lack of clear definition of 
comparative policy analysis

2. Problems in the specification of 
the policy under study

3. [Insufficient use of theory]

Challenges of working 
in a multidisciplinary 

field

See also Meacham, M., Zobel, F., Hughes, B., & Simon, R. 
(2010). Review of methodologies of evaluating effects of drug-
related legal changes.  Lisbon: EMCDDA.



The “First” Problem is with Measuring Law

23/57 classification studies 
were simple cross-sectional 
Y/N classifications?!??
“crude” as to content, time and 
implementation

Most of the remainder were 
methodologically muddled.
� See Burris, S. (2017). Theory and methods 

in comparative drug and alcohol policy 
research: Response to a review of the 
literature. International Journal of Drug 
Policy, 41, 126-131. 



Better Way: Not New

Referenced 
in > 100 

peer-
reviewed 

studies and 
analyses



Research papers using the data: 150 from PDAPS 
and Law Atlas since 2015





SCORING CITIES’  POLICIES

Collect and code 
all relevant laws, 
statutes, executive 
orders and 
regulations in 
each of the 40 
cities.

Work with leading 
national issue 
experts to set 
scoring criteria; 
sort policies into 
gold, silver, 
bronze and no-
medal categories.

Provide city 
leaders with an 
opportunity to vet 
their assessments 
for accuracy.

THREE CORE STEPS:



Naming, Ranking … Incentivizing



Naming, Ranking … Incentivizing



CITIES THAT MOVED UP IN 2018



POLICY MEDALS

In just one 
year, cities 
earned 24 new 
policy medals. 
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EMCDDA – The drug problem in Europe

• Not alcohol or tobacco

• New Psychoactive Substances

• Misuse of medicines?

Europe – The European Union, Norway, Turkey

+ Candidate and potential candidate countries

+ Neighbourhood countries

+ International relevance; OAS, WHO…

+ Common tools?

3. Contents/Scope & functions
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• What was the motivation to pass or 

change the law? 

• How was it drafted, including political 

compromises to get approval?

• What does the text of the law say? 

• How is the law understood and 

implemented by different people and 

institutions? 

• What is the final effect on society?

Objective

Negotiation

Legal text

Implementation

Evaluation

Legal analysis over the years



Compare penalties – EMCDDA website
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Supply of 100g cocaine: laws
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EMCDDA (2017) 

Drug trafficking 
penalties across the 
European Union – a 

survey of expert 
opinion



Supply of 100g cocaine: laws and expectations
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EMCDDA (2017) 

Drug trafficking 
penalties across the 
European Union – a 

survey of expert 
opinion
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Used to be 7 pages, 
now about 350 words. 

Rationalised - now more 
integrated into 
EMCDDA core website.

Country legal profiles



Topics in focus; other outputs
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Laws; (in)dependent variable?
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Mutual legal consultations: quid pro quo
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Rapid information requests between the Legal and Policy 
Correspondents, from one country to others: 

• National THC limits in food

• Is this substance under your drug laws (latest N2O)

• Are cannabis seeds permitted for sale

• How to legally establish a drug consumption room

• Do your drug laws include sports doping substances

• Do treatment orders include Cognitive Behavioural Therapy

• ….



Part III:
Scope and 
Functions



Access to Rigorous Open-Source Legal Data



Access to the Granular Details and the text itself



Civil Commitment for Substance Abuse

As of 2018, 38 have a mechanism 
for committing people for SUD

As of 2018, 38 have a mechanism 
for committing people for SUD

MA 
2016:
6500 
cases

MA 
2016:
6500 
cases



Detailed Comparisons

PDMP Authorized Prescribers required to
check



Tracking Trends: Naloxone Laws

2001 2006 2011

2013 2014 2016
2017



PDAPS 
Datasets

TOPIC FEATURES
MEASURED

DATE RANGE

Drug-Induced Homicide Laws >5 2018

Involuntary Commitment for Substance Use >20 2018-19

Expanded Access to Naloxone >25 2001-17

Prescription Drug Monitoring Programs >50 1998-2016

Recreational Marijuana >20 2014-17

Medical Marijuana >70 2014-17

Good Samaritan 911 >5 2007-18

Direct Dispensing of Controlled Substances >15 2017

Opioid Prescribing Guidelines >15 2017

Pain Management Clinic Laws >30 2006-18

Drugged Driving Laws >15 2006-16

Methadone Laws >15 2006-15

MAT in State Prisons 3 2019

Medicaid Coverage of MAT >5 2019

Effects of Incarceration on Medicaid Status >5 2019



Law as Data:
Changing the Value Equation

Four Pillars of Greater Efficiency:
1. Tightly define scope and key 

features to measure.
2. Use transparent, reproducible 

and credible methods to turn text 
of law into quantitative data

3. Reduce costs and increase 
productivity through technology

4. Produce data with multiple uses

Policy 
Surveillance

Policy 
Surveillance

Creates legal 
data for 

evaluation

Creates legal 
data for 

evaluation

Supports 
diffusion of 
innovation

Supports 
diffusion of 
innovation

Allows 
stakeholders 

to  track 
progress

Allows 
stakeholders 

to  track 
progress

Builds and 
supports 
workforce   

legal 
capacity

Builds and 
supports 
workforce   

legal 
capacity



Technology: Software Designed for
Legal Mapping



Legal Mapping and Evaluation Training 

www.LawAtlas.org









4. Management, supervision, and inputs - funding
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Initial custom software (obsolete after 20 years!)

Current funding for legal analysis/ consultation purposes is: 
• approx. €20k for the annual meeting of Legal and Policy 

Correspondents
• One FTE; other contributors
• a few business trips each year 
• plus any reports written by externals
Funding varies in line with EU general funding

….but increasingly broader policy inputs and outputs: EMCDDA 
“Support to Policy” sector brings more integrated analyses –
Medical use of cannabis, driving, low THC…



Proven value
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Work remains sensitive, yet appreciated:

Political demand for analyses on PT decriminalisation, 
effective control of NPS…

Recent assistance to Ministries or Parliamentary Committees 
in Luxembourg, Denmark (cannabis), Ireland, Norway 
(alternatives to punishment/ criminalisation)…



Performance monitoring
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Latest web and social media metrics: laws are very popular.

Penalties at a glance 2900 Unique visitors / month

Cannabis policy 2800

Law Topics page 800

Drug classification systems 600

Threshold quantities 250

Drug driving laws 200

“Cannabis legislation in Europe (2017)”   1350 downloads /mth

…even only in English…
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ELDD Reflection Paper 2008:

• Monitoring of web statistics over 5-6 years (300 page views 
per day)

• Interviews of several stakeholders

• Assessing achievements against original objectives

EMCDDA Reitox NFPs reporting 2015 – rationalisation

Reitox NFP reporting now aligned with Penalties at a Glance

Periodic evaluation and re-shaping



Thinking inside a much larger box
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• Drug policy evolves in European Union member states; eg harm reduction 
becomes accepted, then DCRs, now perhaps cannabis legalisation?

• EMCDDA analyses can evolve also, despite limited resources, with less 
taboos.  

• Selection of analyses has broadened in scope, driven by: 
• transnational events, 

• needs for solutions, 

• success of ground-up measures, 

• international events

� Objective, reliable, comparable, factual information.



Part IV:
How?  
Management, 
Supervision, 
Funding



Sources of Support

?



Global Center for Legal 
Epidemiology

LawAtlas
Creation and 

Curation
Methods and 

tools

Research
Collaboration
“Stimulation”

Education
Training
Capacity 
Building



A model



The Necessary Pieces

Commitment to
The importance and potential of legal epidemiology
Long-term support for PDAPS, LawAtlas and the model of open source legal 
data
Technological capacity to support ongoing developme nt of 
legal mapping technology
Organizational capacity and willingness to lead by example:
Strong integration of law in the transdisciplinary model
�Research
�Capacity-building
�Advocacy
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Any questions?

Royal Tunbridge Wells, UK: 
August 2019


